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Generic Marking Principles 
 

These general marking principles must be applied by all examiners when marking candidate answers. 
They should be applied alongside the specific content of the mark scheme or generic level descriptors 
for a question. Each question paper and mark scheme will also comply with these marking principles. 
 

GENERIC MARKING PRINCIPLE 1: 
 
Marks must be awarded in line with: 
 
• the specific content of the mark scheme or the generic level descriptors for the question 
• the specific skills defined in the mark scheme or in the generic level descriptors for the question 
• the standard of response required by a candidate as exemplified by the standardisation scripts. 

GENERIC MARKING PRINCIPLE 2: 
 
Marks awarded are always whole marks (not half marks, or other fractions). 

GENERIC MARKING PRINCIPLE 3: 
 
Marks must be awarded positively: 
 
• marks are awarded for correct/valid answers, as defined in the mark scheme. However, credit 

is given for valid answers which go beyond the scope of the syllabus and mark scheme, 
referring to your Team Leader as appropriate 

• marks are awarded when candidates clearly demonstrate what they know and can do 
• marks are not deducted for errors 
• marks are not deducted for omissions 
• answers should only be judged on the quality of spelling, punctuation and grammar when these 

features are specifically assessed by the question as indicated by the mark scheme. The 
meaning, however, should be unambiguous. 

GENERIC MARKING PRINCIPLE 4: 
 
Rules must be applied consistently, e.g. in situations where candidates have not followed 
instructions or in the application of generic level descriptors. 

GENERIC MARKING PRINCIPLE 5: 
 
Marks should be awarded using the full range of marks defined in the mark scheme for the question 
(however; the use of the full mark range may be limited according to the quality of the candidate 
responses seen). 

GENERIC MARKING PRINCIPLE 6: 
 
Marks awarded are based solely on the requirements as defined in the mark scheme. Marks should 
not be awarded with grade thresholds or grade descriptors in mind. 
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Part(a) Generic Levels of Response: Marks 

Level 4 Makes a developed comparison 
Makes a developed comparison between the two sources, recognising points 
of similarity and difference. Uses knowledge to evaluate the sources and 
shows good contextual awareness. 

12–15 

Level 3 Compares views and identifies similarities and differences 
Compares the views expressed in the sources, identifying differences and 
similarities. Begins to explain and evaluate the views using the sources and 
knowledge. 

8–11 

Level 2 Compares views and identifies similarities and/or differences 
Identifies relevant similarities or differences between views/sources and the 
response may be one-sided with only one aspect explained. Alternatively, both 
similarities and differences may be mentioned but both aspects lack 
development. 

4–7 

Level 1 Describes content of each source 
Describes or paraphrases the content of the two sources. Very simple 
comparisons may be made (e.g. one is from a letter and the other is from a 
speech) but these are not developed. 

1–3 

Level 0 No relevant comment on the sources or the issue 0 
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Part(b) Generic Levels of Response: Marks 

Level 5 Evaluates the sources to reach a sustained judgement 
Answers are well focused, demonstrating a clear understanding of the sources 
and the question. Reaches a sustained judgement about the extent to which 
the sources support the statement and weighs the evidence in order to do this. 

21–25 
 

Level 4 Evaluates the sources 
Demonstrates a clear understanding of the sources and the question. Begins 
to evaluate the material in context, considering the nature, origin and purpose 
of the sources in relation to the statement. At the top of this level candidates 
may begin to reach a judgement but this is not sustained. 

16–20 
 

Level 3 Uses the sources to support and challenge the statement 
Makes valid points from the sources to both challenge and support the 
statement in the question. These comments may be derived from source 
content or may be about the provenance/nature of the sources. 

11–15 
 

Level 2 Uses the sources to support or challenge the statement 
Makes valid points from the sources to either support the statement in the 
question or to challenge it. These comments may be derived from source 
content or may be about the provenance/nature of the sources. 

6–10 
 

Level 1 Does not make valid use of the sources 
Describes the content of the sources with little attempt to link the material to 
the question. Alternatively, candidates may write an essay about the question 
without reference to the sources. 

1–5 

Level 0 No relevant comment on the sources or the issue 0 
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Question Answer  Marks 

1(a) Compare and contrast the views on Austria’s future role in Italian 
affairs in Sources A and B. 
 
Similarities 
 
• Both Sources clearly see Austria as having a role in Italy in the coming 

years, it is both implicit and explicit. 
• Both see Austria as both anti-revolutionary and as a possible target for 

the revolutionaries; both see Austria as an impediment to radical 
change. 

 
Differences 
 
• The principal difference lies in the attitude felt towards Austria. Source 

A sees its future role as a positive, while the King in Source B is more 
critical of Austria and its future role.  

• The attitude is that, at the moment Austria is an unfortunate fact of life 
and ‘its role needs reducing.’ The King is happy ‘do something against 
Austria. 

 
Source A is written by the British Ambassador, whose country was allied 
with Austria at the time. It is a valuable, if possibly one-sided and self-
interested, perspective. He views Austria’s role in Italy from a broadly 
‘European’ perspective, likely to be very different from how an Italian patriot 
might see it.  
 
Source B is a record of a conversation which may have taken place 
sometime before it was written down, and it is not clear who actually wrote 
it. While the French Ambassador is asking a reasonable question at the 
time, there is the possibility that the author might be biased in favour of, or 
even hostile to, the King. The obvious suspicion that the King had towards 
Cavour would suggest that the source is reasonably accurate. 

15 
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Question Answer  Marks 

1(b) ‘Piedmont went to war against Russia in order to prevent revolution in 
Italy.’ How far do Sources A to D support this view? 
 
Source A certainly supports the hypothesis but does raise other motives 
as well. The source clearly has suppression of revolution in mind as the 
comments in the penultimate sentence suggests as well as the earlier 
reference to ‘mastering and suppressing’ revolution in Italy. 
 
Source A can also be used to challenge – there are other motives 
suggested as well, such as gaining territory in both Lombardy and Venice 
and a general reduction of the influence of Austria in Italy. Participation 
would also assist with dealing with the questions of ‘Tuscany, Rome and 
Naples’. 
 
Source A is written by the British Ambassador, and Austria at the time is an 
ally of Britain. He would be looking at Austria from a British perspective. 
However, as a detached outsider and likely to be well informed, so this view 
is valuable, if possibly one-sided and self-interested. He views Austria’s role 
in Italy from a broadly ‘European’ perspective, likely to be very different from 
how an Italian patriot might see it. 
 
Source B supports the hypothesis. Fear of revolution plays a significant 
part in his thinking according to the Source, but that may well have been 
more for the benefit of the French Ambassador’s master, Napoleon. Anti- 
revolutionary feelings are very obviously there. 
 
Source B challenges because other motives are suggested as well. The 
King’s own ego and desire to enhance his personal status within Italy and 
Europe may also have played a part. A desire to weaken Austria is also 
expressed. There is also the reference to Cavour’s activities, and Cavour 
had his own motives for wishing to get involved in the Crimea. 
 
Source B is a record of a conversation which may have taken place 
sometime before it was written down, and it is not clear who actually wrote 
it. While the French Ambassador, as contextual knowledge might suggest, is 
asking a perfectly reasonable question at the time, there is the possibility 
that the author might be biased in favour of, or even hostile to, the King. The 
obvious suspicion that the King had towards Cavour would suggest that the 
source is reasonably accurate. 

25 
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Question Answer  Marks 

1(b)  Source C does not make any reference to revolution at all, so does not 
support the hypothesis in any way. However, any reference to suppression 
of revolution in such a Treaty would be unlikely as well as unnecessary and 
might well have alienated public opinion on countries such as Britain and 
France, as well as causing problems with nationalist forces in Italy. 
Piedmont would be getting cash to fund their participation. The key points 
made in the Source suggest that the principal motives were to take part in 
the final peace-making Congress (hopefully undoing what Vienna had done 
to Italy in 1815), enable Piedmont to play a wider European role and have 
the Italian ‘question’ discussed in the final peace Treaty as well. 
 
As Source C is an official, and published document, it is accurate and 
reliable, but of course may not have revealed the true motives of the 
participants who signed it. 
 
Source D is certainly highly critical of revolution and revolutionaries and is 
anxious to show Piedmont as a force for ‘good’ in Italy, and a respecter of 
the rule of law. The stress on the ‘best forms of government’ would suggest 
that this source does support the hypothesis. There is also the point about 
the lack of possible damage to the economy as well as the need to display 
‘military valour’. 
 
What Cavour is trying to in this speech is convince Piedmont’s 
parliamentarians that going to war against Russia in the Crimea, where it 
would appear there are no valid reasons for fighting there at all, is a good 
idea. He would naturally develop arguments which would appeal to their 
narrower, specific, interests in order to achieve objectives which his 
audience might not necessarily approve of. 

25 
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Question Answer  Marks 

2(a) Compare and contrast attitudes in Sources A and B towards the role of 
the North in passing the 1850 Fugitive Slave Bill. 
 
Similarities include  
 
• Both accept that Northern representatives helped pass the Fugitive 

Slave Act: some ‘representatives of the non-slaveholding states’ 
deserve thanks for going against their sectional interest in voting for the 
bill [A] vs. some representatives from non-slaveholding states had voted 
for the FSA – some 31 in total [B]. 

• Both agree that many Northern representatives had voted against 
the FSA: ‘many Northern members’ were prevented ‘from supporting 
the Bill’ by sectional prejudices [A] vs. 71 Northern representatives 
voted against the FSA. 

Differences include:  
 
• Source A focuses on [the minority of] Northern legislators who had 

voted for the bill. 
• It feels ‘respect and gratitude’ towards these representatives for 

putting unity before sectionalism. 
• Source B focuses on [the majority of] Northern representatives who 

voted against the bill. 
• It criticises these representatives for putting sectional interests before 

the needs for national unity. 

The sources come from local newspapers in the same section, the South, if 
from different cities. [Note: Washington DC, the federal capital, was in the 
South. Slavery was legal there.] Both are written immediately or very soon 
after the passage of the Fugitive Slave Act by Congress. Given the sources 
are from the same section, you might expect similar views of Northern 
responses to the FSA. In fact, they are opposite only because they consider 
different Northern groups. Source A looks at the minority of Northern 
representatives, Source B the majority. Source A, from the US capital, is 
likely to take a more national view while Wilmington in North Carolina will 
have a more local perspective. However, Source A is narrower in 
perspective, looking only at the vote while Source B speculates more vividly 
on what the vote means for the future of the Union. Given this key 
difference, Source A is the more reliable of the two. 

15 
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Question Answer  Marks 

2(b) ‘There was little chance of the 1850 Fugitive Slave Bill being a 
success.’ How far do Sources A to D support this view?  
 
Source A challenges the assertion. It argues that the support given to the 
Bill by some Northern Representatives is evidence of a willingness to 
compromise ‘in the spirit of unity and patriotism’. The final sentence does 
slightly undermine the main message but the positive response of a 
Southern newspaper to the Northern minority suggests that compromise will 
continue. 
 
Source A is narrowly focused on the votes of House Representatives for 
the Bill. Given that it is from the capital and likely to be read by those 
Representatives, presumably it is trying to influence them to support the bill. 
Thus, coming from the slaveholding capital of the USA, it is not wholly 
reliable as an assessment of the likely success of the Bill. 
 
Source B supports the hypothesis. It argues that the votes of the majority 
of Northern Representatives against the bill show that it has little chance of 
success. The statement that ‘Union feeling is rotten to the core’ suggests 
that the FSA has little chance of success. 
 
Published in a North Carolinian newspaper soon after the House had 
passed the FSA, Source B givens a useful summary of Southern opinion 
about the FSA and the Northern vote against the Act. Its negative view of 
the Union, however, is less soundly based. As shown by Source A, a 
considerable minority of Northern Representatives had voted for the Bill. 
And the FSA was but one of five Acts which made up the Compromise of 
1850. Therefore, Source B is not reliable in its assessment of the likely 
success of the FSA. 
 
Source C supports the hypothesis. It argues that the FSA will create 
‘agitation and hatred of slavery here in the North’. Far from accepting the 
FSA, the North will throw off ‘apathy and indifference’ and unite against it. 
 
Source C is written two months after the FSA was approved by the House 
of Representatives and thus will have a better idea of sectional responses to 
the Act. Its judgment that the Act should be seen as a ‘short-term victory for 
slave power but a long-term defeat’ proved to be accurate. Thus, though 
from a strongly partisan, anti-slave state of Massachusetts, Source C is a 
more reliable assessment than most of the FSA’s chances of success. 
 
Source D challenges the assertion. Its main message is that ‘the liberal 
disposition of the North’ towards the FSA augurs well for its acceptance. 
This Northern acceptance might then also remove some Southern 
prejudices. 

25 
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Question Answer  Marks 

2(b) Source D is from a Tennessee newspaper. It must be noted that this 
newspaper is reporting the views of a Washington DC newspaper. 
Tennessee is a border slave state, where public opinion is more evenly 
divided between slave and non-slave views. Thus the Washington Union’s 
positive message is presumably intended by the Tennessee newspaper’s 
editor to help reduce any sectional hostility which exists within the state. It is 
further evidence of a desire to make the FSA a success, at least in the 
South. Actually implementing the FSA would affect Northern states the  
most, however. The optimism of Source B would prove to be unsoundly 
based. Source D is not a reliable witness. 
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Question Answer  Marks 

3(a) To what extent do Sources B and C agree about how the League 
should work? 
 
Differences include: 
 
• Source B from France thinks that the League should be able to enforce 

its decisions and is concerned that it cannot do this at present. It clearly 
wants the League to be an effective and powerful body. It wants it to 
take decisions, and if necessary, enforce them through the use of force. 
This might imply the League having an army or using the armies of 
member states. This is due to its fears of Germany.  

• Source C is from Britain and it takes the opposite view. It is not in 
favour of the use of sanctions and does not want any one member state 
being bound by the League’s decisions. This would be in danger of 
rendering the decisions of the League ineffective and therefore 
disagrees with Source B. It prefers the use of delay and commissions 
which are more likely to prevent war and prefers individual countries 
reaching their own decisions. 

 
Similarities include: 
 
• Both sources want the work of the League to be effective and want to 

avoid war. Their ideas about how best to achieve this differ but they 
agree in that they are both unhappy with the existing arrangements and 
methods. 

 
Source B is from the French delegate. France still felt insecure, especially 
about a resurgent Germany, and looked to the League for extra security. It 
also wants the League to secure and defend the Versailles settlement. This 
influences its view that the League needs to be stronger. Source C is from 
Britain where there is a very different view. Britain was unhappy about some 
of the provisions of Versailles and so did not want to defend them so much 
as France. It was opposed to French attempts to tighten the machinery of 
the League and suggested the League’s actions should be limited. 

15 
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Question Answer  Marks 

3(b) How far do Sources A to D support the view that, from the beginning, 
the League was unlikely to succeed? 
 
Source A supports – it suggests the League stands little chance of 
succeeding. It shows some of the problem areas the League will have to 
deal with and shows leading members of the League making the 
situations/crises worse by sowing ‘seeds of future wars’. The leading 
countries can be identified including France and Britain. The US is in 
despair as an observer. 
 
Source A is an American cartoon and represents American suspicions of 
European powers. The popular view in America was that European powers 
were power hungry and warlike and could not be trusted. It did not want to 
be involved in their squabbles again. The US view of the troublemaking 
nature of European powers is shown in the cartoon. 
 
Source B supports – it implies that the League stands little chance of 
succeeding because it is unable to enforce its decisions. It suggests that 
because of this France has to keep a large army. It implies that the 
weakness of the League could lead to another war as the League has no 
effective means of preventing one. 
 
The source offers some challenge when it suggests that the League could 
be successful if it was able to enforce decisions. 
 
Source B is from the French delegate. The position of France needs to be 
taken into account here in that, unlike Britain, it wanted the League to be 
strong and effective. It still felt insecure, especially about a resurgent 
Germany, and looked to the League for extra security. It also wants the 
League to secure and defend the Versailles settlement. This influences its 
view that the League needs to be stronger. 
 
Source C support – it suggests that the League has little chance of 
success because by making actions such as sanctions compulsory for all 
members it is in danger of causing war and therefore achieving the opposite 
of its aims. It argues that other methods such as delay, and commissions 
would be better. 
 
Britain was unhappy about some of the provisions of Versailles and so did 
not want to defend them so much as France. It was against French attempts 
to tighten the machinery of the League and suggested the League’s actions 
should be limited to the use of delay and investigations. Britain wanted to 
keep the right for its own action independent of the League. It still wanted to 
use Great Power politics.  
 
Source D can be used to support – it suggests that the League’s success 
was dependent on several factors such as the support of the Great Powers. 
Without this it would not be successful.  

25 
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Question Answer  Marks 

3(b) The source does also offer some challenge when it says that the League is 
the most ‘effective and hopeful’ body ever set up to prevent war and 
promote peace so this suggests it could be successful. It also offers some 
challenge when it suggests that the League could be successful from the 
beginning and gives some examples e.g. the Aaland Islands.  
It argues that the League prevented possible wars. It also states that 
because it dealt with these disputes quickly before they developed into 
something more serious the importance of what the League did has not 
been recognised. 
 
Source D is from the final session of the League in 1946. The purpose was 
to liquidate the League. It was a form of handing on to the UN. The 
members tended to look back and, despite the Second World War, try to 
remember positive aspects of the League. 

 

 


